[Cytopathology in the diagnostics of hematological diseases].
Whereas in many fields of surgical pathology examination of cytological smears and analysis of histological tissue sections provide alternative methods which are chosen according to the clinical requirements, in hematopathology both types of morphological investigation are routinely applied in parallel and simultaneously. This procedure improves the diagnostic precision and safety. Unlike other European countries in Germany both procedures are performed by different specialties. Cytology is the responsibility of hematologists whereas histology is carried out by pathologists, which interferes with an integrative diagnostic approach unless intense communication takes place. Ideally, in the diagnosis of hematological disorders histology of bone marrow trephines should be studied in conjunction with smears of peripheral blood and bone marrow. In many instances, further complementary investigations, such as flow cytometry, cytogenetics and increasingly molecular pathological studies are necessary to guarantee an adequate modern state of diagnostics in hematopathology.